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1. Introduction
In support of the ongoing mission to improve National Weather Service (NWS) products and

services for winter weather, the Hydrometeorology Testbed (HMT) within the Weather

Prediction Center (WPC) conducted the 11th annual Winter Weather Experiment (WWE) during

the 2020-2021 winter season. The WWE provides an immersive collaborative research to

operations (R2O) experience bringing together members of the forecasting, research, and

academic communities to evaluate and discuss winter weather forecast challenges. As the WWE

moved into its 11th year, it looked to explore the future of snowfall products and services by

providing a large suite of experimental FV31 convective allowing models (CAMs) and operational

simulations in the day 2 and day 3 time period. The suite of FV3 CAMs are more formally

referred to as the FV3-limited area model (LAM) and will be designated as such for this report.

These FV3-LAM configurations seek to directly inform developers of the new Rapid Refresh

Forecast System (RRFS2) for wintertime snowfall performance. The RRFS is the new

single-model, convective-allowing, ensemble-based data-assimilation and forecasting system

aimed to advance high-resolution ensemble forecasting methods while supporting the Unified

Forecast System (UFS3).

While the remote aspects of the WWE have been successful for the past few years, this year

looked to adapt and expand in an attempt to be more flexible and garner more CONUS-wide

participation. The primary avenue of this expansion is the use of a dynamic GIS based website4.

Participants were asked to explore our experimental data through this interface paired with an

online survey asking for subjective rankings and comments of the data both before and after an

event occurred. Another component of interaction involved asking the participants to use an

online drawing tool5 to create polygons of snowfall footprint, maximum snowfall amount, and

maximum precipitation rates within their defined snowfall footprint. The full details of these

activities will be described in later sections, but this activity sought to gain insight into

participant use of both CAM and probabilistic information for finding extremes in the snowfall

and utility of the experiment data.

As with past remote years, the WWE had twice weekly (Tuesday and Wednesday) sessions

beginning 17 November 2020 and ending 10 March 2021. The experiment also hosted two

weeks of invited intensive evaluations where selected retrospective cases were evaluated more

5 WWE Drawing tool: https://origin.wpc.ncep.noaa.gov/hmt/wwe2021/draw_Snowfall.html
4 WWE web page: https://origin.wpc.ncep.noaa.gov/hmt/wwe2021/11th_annual_wwe.php
3 UFS web page: https://ufscommunity.org/

2 RRFS web page: https://gsl.noaa.gov/focus-areas/unified_forecast_system/rrfs

1 FV3 stands for finite volume cubed-sphere and is the new dynamical core planned for all future NWS
modeling systems.
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rigorously. Overall, the WWE evaluated eight cases in a real time setting and 11 cases as

retrospective evaluations. There are also objective seasonal evaluations beginning 1 November

2020 through 15 March 2021.

2. Data and Experiment Logistics
While the WWE season started out slowly, the experiment was able to capture and evaluate

several impactful and large accumulation events. Observations from the National Operational

Hydrologic Remote Sensing Center version 2 (NOHRSCv26) snowfall accumulation can be seen in

figure 1 for the WWE season. This seasonal image highlights the regions where WWE focused:

the northeastern CONUS, the Central Plains into the Midwest, and the intermountain west

especially over Sierra Nevada California and the eastern Rockies.

Figure 1: WWE seasonal snowfall accumulation from NOHRSCv2.

The WWE season ran 1 November 2020 - 15 March 2021.

Experiment Logistics, Evaluation, and Participation

Following the previous years’ success utilizing the remote format and the ongoing COVID-19

global pandemic, this year ran with twice weekly remote sessions over the full winter season

beginning Tuesday, 17 November 2020 and ending Wednesday, 10 March 2021. Experiment

participants and field representatives were asked to join on Tuesdays (10:30 am-12:00 pm EST)

and Wednesdays (10:30 am-12:00 EST) throughout the season. This perspective allowed the

WWE to subjectively evaluate events before they occurred as a ‘pre-event’ evaluation and then

6 NOHRSCv2 snowfall analysis can be found here: https://www.nohrsc.noaa.gov/snowfall/
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again after as a ‘post-event’ evaluation. The results of this pre- and post-event subjective

evaluation will be discussed in later sections.

Throughout the WWE season, the participants evaluated 10 events during the

Tuesday/Wednesday sessions and an additional 8 events during the intensive weeks. Several of

these events were evaluated from the day 3 and day 2 perspective including Case 7, Case 11,

Case 14, and Case 15. Table 1 lists the initialization and valid times for the cases as well as the

region of focus and whether it was evaluated as a live event or as a retrospective case.

Table 1: List of cases that were evaluated in the WWE.

Initialize Date

(00z model run)

Valid End Date

(24 hour period

12z - 12z)

Live or

Retrospective Region of Focus

Case 1 7 November 9 November Retrospective Montana/Western CONUS

Case 2 1 December 3 December Live Kansas/Oklahoma

Case 3 8 December 10 December Live Northeastern CONUS

Case 4 15 December 17 December Live Mid-Atlantic

Case 5 5 January 7 January Live Central CONUS

Case 6 10 December 12 December Retrospective Central CONUS/Midwest

Case 7

25 January

26 January 28 January

Retrospective

Live California/Western CONUS

Case 8 2 February 4 February Live Colorado/Great Plains

Case 9 9 February 11 February Live Central/Eastern CONUS

Case 10 23 February 25 February Live Colorado

Case 11

21 December

22 December 24 December Retrospective Upper Midwest

Case 12 23 December 25 December Retrospective Great Lakes

Case 13 29 November 1 December Retrospective Great Lakes

Case 14

29 January

30 January 1 February Retrospective Mid-Atlantic

Case 15

27 December

28 December 30 December Retrospective Midwest

Case 16 27 December 29 December Retrospective Western CONUS

Case 17 29 December 31 December Retrospective Texas

Case 18 9 January 11 January Retrospective Southern CONUS
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During the Tuesday pre-event sessions participants were asked, through the use of surveys, to

subjectively rank the experimental deterministic 24 hour snowfall totals, from best to worst,

over the region of interest. Next, based on the experimental deterministic and probabilistic

information, the participants were asked to draw polygon contours on a digital map for the

snowfall footprint (typically the 1” contour), the highest accumulation amount based on their

confidence in the forecasts, and mark where the largest precipitation rates will occur within

their snowfall footprint. This activity, named the Maximum Snowfall and Timing Product

(MSTP), is adapted from the Flash Flood and Intense Rainfall (FFaIR) experiment’s Maximum

Rainfall and Timing Product (MRTP). The survey questions included questions about the start

time and maximum duration of snowfall inside the footprint. For more information about the

MSTP or MRTP products, please visit the science and operations plan for either the 2020 FFaIR

experiment or the 11th annual WWE.

The post-event evaluations focus on the prior week’s pre-event activity. Participants were again

asked via survey to provide a subjective ranking and comments of how well the experiment data

performed from best to worst. However, with this evaluation, they had access to the NOHRSCv2

snowfall accumulations as well as Method for Object-Based Diagnostic Evaluation (MODE)

statistics to aid in the ranking process7. MODE is part of the Model Evaluation Tools (MET)

package8 (Bullock 2016) and is the main objective verification system used by HMT to provide

both event and seasonal statistics for evaluating the experimental datasets; see Appendix A for

the specific MODE configuration used in WWE. The objective evaluation from MODE was

computed on the 24 hour snowfall accumulations at the one, two, four, six, eight, and 12 inch

thresholds. A slide that was presented during WWE and outlines what information is provided

from the MODE maps can be found in figure 2.

8 Information on MET can be found at the Developmental Testbed Center website:
https://dtcenter.org/community-code/model-evaluation-tools-met.

7 WWE MODE verification page can be found here:
https://origin.wpc.ncep.noaa.gov/hmt/wwe2021/mode/wwemode.php
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Figure 2: MODE tutorial slide presented during WWE.

Along with the MODE maps showing the experimental and NOHRSCv2 spatial comparisons,

participants were also given access to performance diagrams derived from the statistics output

from MODE. Figure 3 provides the tutorial for how to interpret the diagrams which were

computed at the same 24 hour snowfall accumulation thresholds as the spatial MODE maps.

Within the subjective surveys, participants were asked if and how they utilized either the MODE

maps or performance diagrams. The WWE team is interested in what type of objective

information is useful and whether or not that information changes with storm type or location.

The MSTPs were also discussed during these post-event sessions where participant drawings

were verified in a comparison to NOHRSCv2 (for snowfall amounts) and Multi-Radar

Multi-Sensor (MRMS9; for precipitation rate) data. Insights into both the subjective survey

results and objective statistics can be found in later sections.

9 MRMS can be found here: https://www.nssl.noaa.gov/projects/mrms/
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Figure 3: Roebber Performance diagram. X-axis represents the success ratio, y-axis represents the

probability of detection. Dashed diagonal lines are bias values. Curved lines are CSI values. In general for

a specified threshold, the closer a forecast is to the upper right corner, the better the forecast.

In addition to the weekly sessions, the WWE team hosted two intensive weeks where specific

partners were invited to provide more directed evaluations for specific winter storm event

types. The goal of these intensive weeks was to garner evaluations on retrospective cases that

were not well represented within the weekly WWE sessions. The first ran 16-18 February 2021

and focused on Lake Effect cases (Table 1: Cases 11-14). The second intensive week ran 2-4

March 2021 and focused on cases over the Western CONUS (Table 1: Cases 15-18 and Case 7:

retrospective). Each day of these weeks were structured to capture pre-event evaluation survey

responses and MSTP drawings for two cases in the morning with the respective post-event

evaluations occurring in the afternoon.

The final component of this year’s WWE were the invited presentations. Throughout the WWE

season, team members invited 12 scientists to present their work on current and future winter

weather challenges. The specific presenters and their topics can be found in Table 2. The slides

for each of these presentations have been archived on the WWE webpage. Feedback was

positive from these presentations and will hopefully be incorporated into future WWEs.

Table 2: Invited presenters and titles from the 11th annual WWE
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Date Presenter Title

Nov 18, 2020 Josh Kastman Winter Storm Severity Index Development Work

Dec 2, 2020 Mike Erickson The Weather Prediction Center’s Snowband Prototype Page

Dec 9, 2020 Keith Brewster FV3-LAM Storm-Scale Ensemble Forecasts and Ensemble

Consensus Products for the HMT Winter Weather Experiments

Dec 16, 2020 David Wright Using Model-Based Lake Surface Conditions in the Unified

Forecasting System to Improve Lake-Effect Snowfall Forecasts

Jan 6, 2021 Sarah Perfater The NWS Winter Progra: Enabling Innovation to Achieve

Consistent, Collaborated Products and Messaging

Jan 20, 2021 Jacob Radford Verification and Visualization of HREF Snowband Forecasts

Jan 27, 2021 Massey Bartollini Evaluating Stochastic Parameter Perturbations in Ensemble

Forecasts of Mesoscale Winter Precipitation Events

Feb 3, 2021 Heather Reeves Spectral Bin Classification of Hydrometeor Phase as a Means to

Fulfill Emerging FAA Requirements

Feb 10, 2021 Kim Elmore More mPING’ery

Feb 17, 2021 Phil Schumacher Incorporating Probabilistic Information into Winter Storm

Services

Feb 24, 2021 Julie Demuth Development of CAM Ensemble-derived Winter Weather

Timing Guidance for Forecasters and Partners

March 3, 2021 Mike Wessler Multivariate Snow-to-Liquid Ratio Forecasts in the Weathern

United States

One of the main goals of the experiment this year was to increase CONUS wide participation.

Figure 4 maps out the participation numbers for this year. Overall, there was a dramatic

increase in the number of participants over previous years. The team especially wants to

acknowledge the frequency of participation from the Pueblo CO, Gaylord MI, Binghamton NY,

Detroit MI, and Chanhassen MN weather forecast offices (WFOs). There was also an increase in

regional level participants with the eastern region NWS headquarters (ERH) and the

Mid-Atlantic River Forecast Center (MARFC) engaging in a few sessions. On average, each

Tuesday/Wednesday session boasted around 10-15 partners which is a remarkable

improvement over last year’s WWE which saw a few remote sessions with zero to one partner.
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Figure 4: Participation map showing the number of sessions attended by WFO (outlined areas), National

Labs, National NWS Centers, Universities, NWS headquarters (NWSHQ), and other partners.

Data Overview
WWE participants evaluated a suite of experimental data centered around the FV3-LAM which
is summarized in Table 3. To limit any inherent biases to specific configurations, each model was
presented anonymously as ‘Model A’, ‘Model B’, etc. Details for each configuration as well as its
anonymous designation used in WWE can be found in the following subsections.

Table 3: Model guidance that was evaluated in the 11th Annual WWE

Model WWE Designation Provider Resolution Forecast Hours

FV3-LAM

(3 members)

Models G - I EMC 3km 60

FV3-LAM Ensemble

(5 members)

Models B - F CAPS 3km 84

GFSv15 Model J Utah 2.5km 84

NBMv4.0

(deterministic &

probabilistic)

Model A MDL 2.5km 84

PWPF

(probabilistic only)

n/a WPC 5km 72
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FV3-LAM Configurations

There were eight FV3-LAM configurations evaluated during WWE: three provided by the

Environmental Modeling Center (EMC) and five provided by the Center for Analysis and

Prediction of Storms (CAPS) at the University of Oklahoma. For both systems, only the 00UTC

initialization was archived and evaluated.

All of EMC’s simulations were configured with the same microphysics (Thompson; Thomson et

al. 2008), planetary boundary layer (PBL; MYNN, Olson et al. 2019), surface layer (MYNN, Olson

et al. 2019), and land surface model (LSM; NOAH, Tewari et al 2004). The control simulation

(hereafter referred to as EMC FV3-LAM) was run on the operational CONUS High Resolution

Rapid Refresh (HRRR) grid outlined in yellow in figure 5. The second configuration is similar to

the control configuration but includes an hourly data assimilation cycle over a 6 hour period

prior to issuance of a free forecast (EMC FV3-LAMDA). The third EMC configuration is branded

as EMC FV3-LAMX which ran the configuration of the EMC FV3-LAM on the proposed RRFS grid

(Fig 5: white box).

Figure 5: FV3-LAM domain grids.

The CAPS ensemble ran the same control configuration as the EMC FV3-LAM. It then modified

the microphysics scheme (Thompson; NSSL, Mansell et al, 2010; or Ferrier-Aligo, Aligo et al.

2014), PBL (MYNN, K-EDMF, or TKE-EDMF), surface layer (MYNN or GFS), or LSM (NOAH, RUC, or

NOAHMP) to provide the four additional ensemble members. WWE evaluated each of these

members separately as it was determined in previous WWEs that this ensemble setup does not

provide sufficient spread to evaluate the system ensemble averaging techniques. Naming

conventions as well as configuration details for each of the CAPS configurations and EMC can be

found in table 4.
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Table 4: Summary of all FV3-LAM configurations evaluated by WWE

Model Name WWE Designation Microphysics PBL Surface Layer LSM

EMC FV3-LAM

EMC FV3-LAMDA

EMC FV3-LAMX

CAPS_CNTL

Model G

Model H

Model I

Model B

Thompson MYNN MYNN NOAH

CAPS_MP1 Model E NSSL MYNN MYNN NOAH

CAPS_MP2 Model F Ferrier-Aligo K-EDMF GFS NOAH

CAPS_LSM1 Model C Thompson MYNN MYNN RUC

CAPS_LSM2 Model D Thompson TKE-EDMF GFS NOAHMP

The CAPS ensemble was run weekly out to 84 hours for the Tuesday evaluations or specific

retrospective dates as requested by the WWE team. In total, there were 29 events where the

CAPS ensemble was run. The total 24 hour snowfall accumulations at day 2 over all of the CAPS

ensemble member events can be seen in figure 6.
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Figure 6: WWE case 24 hour snowfall accumulations for day 2 in inches for the five CAPS FV3-LAM

configurations. CAPS_CNTL  in upper left, CAPS_LSM1 in upper right, CAPS_LSM2 in middle left,

CAPS_MP1 in middle right, CAPS_MP2 in lower panel.
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For EMC, each system was run daily out to 60 hours. Due to some computing issues, there are a

total of 10 (EMC FV3-LAM), 20 (EMC FV3-LAMDA), and 29 (EMC FV3-LAMX) missing days within

the archive throughout the WWE season from 1 November 2020 - 15 March 2021. The total 24

hour snowfall accumulations from day 2 for the WWE season of the EMC configurations can be

seen in figure 7.

Figure 7: WWE seasonal 24 hour snowfall accumulation at day 2 in inches for the three EMC FV3-LAM

configurations. EMC FV3-LAM in upper left panel, EMC FV3-LAMDA in upper right panel, and EMC

FV3-LAMX in lower panel.

Details on the specific weekly cases and seasonal evaluations can be found in later sections. It

should also be noted that the snow-to-liquid ratio (SLR) for all of the FV3-LAMs was set to 10:1.

The WWE team agrees that this is not an ideal solution to SLR and introduces some error into

the evaluation process; however, the focus of the experiment this year was on the utility of the

CAMs in the day 2 and day 3 time periods. Future WWEs hope to include more dynamic SLRs as

they are planned in future CAM and RRFS developments.
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GFSv15 Downscaled from University of Utah

This year again featured gridded, high resolution snowfall forecasts over the western CONUS

from the University of Utah. These downscaled snowfall amounts west of 100°W were

evaluated alongside the experimental FV3-LAM data suite to gauge how well this methodology

compares to CAMs. Below outlines the downscaling methods that were applied to the

operational GFSv15. It should be noted that this is the same methodology that was used in last

year’s WWE.

1. Interpolating wet-bulb temperatures to an 800-m grid and determining

precipitation type based on the profile of wet-bulb temperature.

2. Downscaling of precipitation to an 800-m grid based on high-resolution

precipitation-altitude relationships derived from monthly PRISM analyses (see

Lewis et al. 2017).

3. Applying snow-to-liquid ratio algorithms based on historical relationships based

from Alta, UT.

A complete archive between 1 November 2020 - 15 March 2021 was collected for this dataset

and the 24 hour snowfall accumulations at day 2 can be seen in figure 8 below.

Figure 8: WWE seasonal 24 hour snowfall accumulation at day 2 in inches of the downscaled GFSv15

from the University of Utah. This is a complete archive from 1 November 2020 - 15 March 2021.

It should be noted that the science plan included downscaled GFSv15 snowfall using machine

learned techniques; however, the Utah team was unable to get this updated algorithm working
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in time for this year’s WWE. The updated technique will be included in next year’s WWE science

plans.

National Blend of Models version 4.0 (NBMv4.0)

The NBM is a “nationally consistent and skillful suite of calibrated forecast guidance based on a

blend of both NWS and non-NWS numerical weather prediction model data and post-processed

model guidance” (NBM Webpage10). It was created in an effort to help NWS meteorologists

more efficiently create their forecasts by providing a consistent starting point for forecasters

across the NWS. Version 4.0 of the NBM became operational in the fall of 2020. Within WWE,

participants were asked to evaluate the deterministic NBM snowfall with the CAMs and use the

24 hour probabilities at various snowfall thresholds for the web drawing activity. The seasonal

24 hour snowfall accumulations on day 2 for NBMv4.0 can be seen below in figure 9.

Figure 9: WWE seasonal 24 hour snowfall accumulation at day 2 in inches for the NBMv4.0. This is a near

complete archive from 1 November 2020 - 15 March 2021

It should be noted that after the conclusion of the WWE season, the NBM team made the

decision to revert the NBM’s quantitative precipitation forecast (QPF) to the previous version

(3.2) due to identified errors in the QPF.

Probabilistic Winter Precipitation Guidance (PWPF)

In addition to the NBMv4.0 probabilities, participants were also presented with the WPC

Probabilistic Winter Precipitation Guidance (PWPF11) to help guide and inform their drawing

11 PWPF web page: https://www.wpc.ncep.noaa.gov/pwpf/wwd_accum_probs.php

10 NBMv4.0 web page: https://www.weather.gov/mdl/nbm_home
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activity. The PWPF products are based on the deterministic WPC Winter Weather Desk (WWD)

accumulation forecasts and are generated automatically using an ensemble of model forecasts

along with the WWD forecasts. The automatic nature of this product generation allows an

extensive set of displays of probabilities for snowfall or freezing rain exceeding a number of

thresholds and accumulations of snowfall or freezing rain for various percentile levels. The

percentile amounts and probabilities for 24-hour intervals are generated at six-hour increments

through 72 hours.

3. Experiment Findings and Results

In addition to providing evaluations of the eight FV3-LAM configurations, the WWE focused on

several science objectives this year including:

● The utility of the experimental CAM data in the day 2 and 3 time period. 

● The process of conveying extreme snowfall information out of a deterministic forecast.

● Exploring the use of probabilistic data to inform forecasts and decision making.

● Comparing the experimental CAM data to downscaled efforts in Western CONUS for

improvements of forecasts in higher terrain snowfall.

● Expand the interactive engagement of the remote aspects of the experiment.

● Enhance collaboration between NOAA, NCEP centers, WFOs, and academic partners on

improving winter weather forecasting and messaging

● Use both event and season long verification to assess the performance of experimental

data sets.

While the expanded engagement and enhanced collaboration objectives were already

addressed in previous sections. The other objectives require more quantitative explorations. To

assess the utility of the experimental CAMs in the day 2 and day 3 time period a combination of

subjective survey results and objective performance diagrams can begin the analysis.

As stated earlier, participants evaluated cases from a pre- and post-event perspective.

Specifically, they were asked to rank each deterministic solution from best to worst based on

the footprint, timing, and amount of snowfall in the 24 hour forecast period. This gives the

team the ability to determine which deterministic model subjectively appeared the best to the

evaluators before the event took place compared to which model subjectively performed the

best to the participants when compared to the observations. This method of evaluation, along

with the anonymity of the model names, was viewed favorably by the people who took part in

the experiment as it tested their own inherent model biases and made them really investigate

what each model solution was showing.
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Additionally, the format of this year’s experiment allowed for further detailed evaluation by

splitting events into Eastern and Western CONUS at day 2 and day 3. The following subsections

show the results from the subjective surveys, the seasonal objective performance diagrams, and

finally a few highlighted cases.

Subjective survey results

Eastern CONUS

The majority of cases and survey entries focused over the Eastern CONUS (east of 100°W) on

day 2. Pre-event rankings are shown in Figure 10. There were a total of 145 survey entries for

this event type with nine deterministic solutions. The CAPS_CNTL configuration was the best

ranked deterministic solution with an average ranking of 3.52 over all survey entries and a

selection of first nearly 20% of the time and second over 20%. Interestingly, the EMC FV3-LAM

configuration which has a similar setup (Table 4) was not ranked as highly with an average of

4.48. The full order of the rankings (averages) are: CAPS_CNTL (3.52), CAPS_LSM1 (3.85), EMC

FV3-LAM (4.48), CAPS_MP1 (4.50), CAPS_LSM2 (4.69), CAPS_MP2 (4.71), NBMv4.0 (5.30), EMC

FV3-LAMX (5.42), EMC FV3-LAMDA (5.52). Overall, the percent selected was relatively evenly

distributed for all the models. This points to a recurring comment throughout all of the WWE

sessions that in general all of these models presented similar solutions. The ranking exercise

was commented to be especially challenging in the pre-events because there was little other

provided information beyond the experimental snowfall amounts and the quantitative

precipitation forecast (QPF) amounts.

Figure 10: Pre-event survey results from Day 2 in the Eastern CONUS. There were a total of 145 survey

entries for this ranking. Color bars represent the rank order with 1 being the best and 9 being the worst.

Y-axis shows the percent that ranking was selected in the survey. Number above the bars indicates the

average ranking value over all survey entries.
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Post-event rankings for the day 2 Eastern CONUS cases are shown in Figure 11. There were a

similar number of survey submissions to the pre-event evaluations with 143 total. The largest

difference with this evaluation is that participants had access to the NOHRSCv2 observations as

well as a suite of MODE statistics and performance diagrams. While on average the CAPS_CNTL

configuration again has the best ranking with a value of 3.70, it did not have the highest percent

selected as first or second. The CAPS_LSM2 solution was chosen almost 25% of the time as the

best with CAPS_LSM1 selected almost 25% of the time as the second best. Another interesting

outcome is the EMC FV3-LAMDA and EMC FV3-LAMX configurations ranked on average equally

as poor with anywhere between 18 - 26% of the time as last or second to last. The full order of

rankings (averages) from best to worst are as follows: CAPS_CNTL (3.70), CAPS_LSM1 (3.75),

CAPS_LSM2 (4.32), NBMv4.0 (4.47), CAPS_MP1 (5.00), EMC FV3-LAM (5.26), CAPS_MP2 (5.97),

EMC FV3-LAMX (6.01), and EMC FV3-LAMDA (6.02). The largest change in ranking comes from

the EMC FV3-LAM which was third in the pre-event evaluation and falls to sixth in the

post-event. Participants found that the post-event rankings were easier to achieve due to the

extra available information. This is why the percent selected values are generally more skewed

toward either better, middle, or lower rankings.

Figure 11: Post-event survey results from Day 2 in the Eastern CONUS. There were a total of 143 survey

entries for this ranking. Color bars represent the rank order with 1 being the best and 9 being the worst.

Y-axis shows the percent that ranking was selected in the survey. Number above the bars indicates the

average ranking value over all survey entries.

Participants were also asked to provide written comments as to their rankings as summarized in

Figure 12 as a word cloud. While many noted that for some cases the similar solutions made the

evaluation difficult, the deciding factor for the rankings in the pre-event (figure 12; left) was
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snowfall amount followed by the footprint. There were also many comments on banding

features and, when applicable, the capturing of any Lake Effect/Enhancement occurring. In

summarizing the comments based on the post-event rankings (figure 12; right), participants

shifted focus from the snowfall amount to the snowfall footprint. Remember that for these

post-event rankings they had access to the NOHRSCv2 observations as well as objective MODE

statistics and performance diagrams. This may be the reason the focus shifted since MODE is

object oriented so it is easy to compare the footprint of the experiment data to the footprint of

the observations. In addition, participants still commented frequently on the position of any

banding structures.

Figure 12:  Word Cloud generated from Eastern CONUS, Day 2, Pre-Event (Left) and Post-Event (Right)

Survey ranking comments.

As part of the WWE intensive weeks, the team asked participants to focus on several cases using

day 3 data. From these cases there were a total of 39 survey entries for the Eastern CONUS. It

should be noted that the EMC configurations were not run to day 3, so there were only six

deterministic solutions to rank. The results of these rankings can be found in Figure 13. Differing

from the day 2 results, the CAPS_CNTL is not the best ranked configuration on day 3. Both the

CAPS LSM configurations had the highest percent selected first with near 30% for each.

CAPS_LSM2 has the best ranking of all the models with an average of 2.74. NBMv4.0 was

overwhelmingly the last ranked solution both on average with a value of 4.77 and in the percent

selected last at over 50% of the time. Due to operational CAM availability, the NBMv4.0 relies

heavily on global model solutions for day 3. Participants commented that the details the CAMs

provided at day 3 were a swaying factor for rating them higher than the NBMv4.0. This

highlights a potential forecaster bias toward solutions that provide more details whether or

not those details verify correctly. Much of the discussion during these cases and comments

within the survey reflected this fact for the NBMv4.0. The rankings (averages) for the models

are as follows: CAPS_LSM2 (2.74), CAPS_LSM1 (2.90), CAPS_MP1 (3.28), CAPS_CNTL (3.28),

CAPS_MP2 (4.03), and NBMv4.0 (4.77).
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Figure 13: Pre-event survey results from Day 3 in the Eastern CONUS. There were a total of 39 survey

entries for this ranking. Color bars represent the rank order with 1 being the best and 6 being the worst.

Y-axis shows the percent that ranking was selected in the survey. Note, the EMC configurations are not

run past day 2. Number above the bars indicates the average ranking value over all survey entries.

From a post-event perspective (Figure 14), the rankings see an interesting shift with respect to

the NBMv4.0 which went from an average ranking of 4.77 to 3.66. Participants also were

equally split at 29% for ranking the NBMv4.0 as either the best or worst model. Investigating the

comments show this was due to the importance placed on the snowfall footprint by the

individual participant. Some found the utility in these models at day 3 comes solely from

identifying where an event may occur. Others found at day 3 the utility should not only come

from identifying where the event is going to occur (footprint) but also the potential for higher

amounts and banding features. CAPS_LSM2 is again the best ranked in terms of both the

average ranking (2.40) and the percent selected as first over 35% of the time. CAPS_CNTL has a

better ranking than the day 3 pre-event results due to having the highest percent selected as

second 34% of the time. CAPS_MP2 has been consistently the worst ranked configuration for

the CAPS ensemble. For this survey entry, it has the worst average ranking of 4.61 and the

highest percent selected as last over 40% of the time. The full rankings (averages) for the day 3

post-event Eastern CONUS are as follows: CAPS_LSM2 (2.40), CAPS_CNTL (3.24), CAPS_MP1

(3.44), NBMv4.0 (3.66), CAPS_LSM1 (3.66), CAPS_MP2 (4.61).
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Figure 14: Post-event survey results from Day 3 in the Eastern CONUS. There were a total of 41 survey

entries for this ranking. Color bars represent the rank order with 1 being the best and 6 being the worst.

Y-axis shows the percent that ranking was selected in the survey. Note, the EMC configurations are not

run past day 2. Number above the bars indicates the average ranking value over all survey entries.

Associated comments from these rankings focused more on snowfall amounts and any potential

for banding. The lack of CAM data in the NBMv4.0 at day 3 also featured throughout the survey

comments. Snowfall footprint was a predominant focus in the pre-event as seen in the word

cloud in Figure 15 (left), the keywords used to describe the focus on footprint include

placement, across, footprint, along, and area. When discussing the utility of CAM (or any

deterministic model) at day 3 participants heavily commented that knowing the general location

of snowfall was by far the most important factor followed by any indication of banding. This

may account for the difference in NBMv4.0 rankings from pre- to post-event. Many participants

may have gotten hung up on the details the CAM output shows, but at the longer lead times the

synoptic pattern is dominant and possibly more important for messaging any potential future

impacts. All of the CAMs are initialized with GFSv15 and as such are dictated by the same

background synoptic initialization. The NBMv4.0 is not constrained to just a single synoptic

source which seems to be an advantage for the utility our participants discovered through this

exercise.

Figure 15: Word Cloud generated from Eastern CONUS, Day 3, Pre-Event (Left) and Post-Event (Right)

Survey ranking comments.
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Overall the subjective rankings over the Eastern CONUS favor members of the CAPS ensemble

with the CAPS_CNTL member ranking first or second for three out of the four survey responses.

For the EMC configurations, the FV3-LAM configuration was viewed more favorably than the

FV3-LAMDA and FV3-LAMX solutions. However, all three configurations fell in the average

rankings from the pre- to post-event evaluations once objective information became available.

Conversely in the pre-event the NBMv4.0 was generally ranked low, however, when the

post-event presented more objective statistics, the rankings improved for both day 2 and day 3.

As expected, there is no clear subjective winner for deterministic experiment contributors in the

Eastern CONUS. In fact, during the sessions participants often noted how close each solution

footprint and amounts were to each other making this a challenging exercise.

Western CONUS

Following the same structure as the Eastern CONUS events, participants were asked to provide a

best to worst ranking of the experiment models for Western CONUS events. Cases occurring

west of 100°W allowed for the inclusion of the downscaled GFSv15 dataset from the University

of Utah for evaluation. For the pre-event survey results on day 2, shown in figure 16, the results

are quite different from the Eastern CONUS. While there were fewer events focused over the

Western CONUS, there were still 97 entries submitted for the evaluation for the ten

deterministic datasets. In this setup, CAPS continues to have the favored configurations. This

time CAPS_LSM2 was ranked the highest with an average of 4.57. Also interesting to point out

that the EMC ensemble members were ranked better than the majority of the CAPS ensemble

which differs from the Eastern CONUS result. While the Utah dataset had the second lowest

average ranking, it shows the highest percent selected as first at over 20% and worst at around

12%. This would indicate that participants were split on the downscaled data as they either

ranked it as first or near the bottom. The full rankings (averages) for the pre-event evaluation on

day 2 over the Western CONUS is as follows: CAPS_LSM2 (4.57), EMC FV3-LAMX (4.68), EMC

FV3-LAM (4.73), EMC FV3-LAMDA (4.74), CAPS_MP2 (4.84), NBMv4.0 (4.97), CAPS_CNTL (5.07),

CAPS_LSM1 (5.12), Utah (5.26), CAPS_MP1 (5.32). As with the Eastern CONUS the percent

selected results are relatively evenly distributed with a few exceptions noted earlier.
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Figure 16: Pre-event survey results from Day 2 in the Western CONUS. There were a total of 97 survey

entries for this ranking. Color bars represent the rank order with 1 being the best and 10 being the worst.

Y-axis shows the percent that ranking was selected in the survey. Number above the bars indicates the

average ranking value over all survey entries.

When the day 2 post-event survey results are examined from the 84 total entries (figure 17), it

becomes clear that even though the average value isn’t the best, participants were strong in

selecting the Utah dataset as the best 35% of the time. As with the Eastern CONUS, the EMC

configurations average ranking values fell quite drastically. For the pre-event EMC’s ensemble

were ranked second to fourth, here the FV3-LAMDA and FV3-LAMX are ninth and tenth

respectively. Another similarity to the Eastern CONUS results is the NBMv4.0. Once participants

had access to the objective statistics, the NBMv4.0 rankings increased. While the average value

did not improve dramatically, it is tied for the best average ranking and has the highest percent

selected as second at 25%. The CAPS_CNTL makes an appearance again as the highest average

ranking tied with the NBMv4.0, although the percent selected shows it was generally selected

as third or fourth place. In summary the rankings (averages) for the Western CONUS day 2 post

event are as follows: NBMv4.0 (4.47), CAPS_CNTL (4.47), Utah (4.76), CAPS_LSM2 (5.13),

CAPS_LSM1 (5.16), EMC FV3-LAM (5.27), CAPS_MP1 (5.53), EMC FV3-LAMDA (6.48), and EMC

FV3-LAMX (6.69). Overall the percent selected distributions remain relatively even. Unlike the

Eastern CONUS where the post-event results showed skewed distributions, again with the few

noted exceptions.
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Figure 17: Post-event survey results from Day 2 in the Western CONUS. There were a total of 84 survey

entries for this ranking. Color bars represent the rank order with 1 being the best and 10 being the worst.

Y-axis shows the percent that ranking was selected in the survey. Number above the bars indicates the

average ranking value over all survey entries.

It should be of no surprise that comments and discussion on Western CONUS cases focused on

terrain and isolating which terrain features would receive the highest amounts. Within that

vein, participants focused more on snowfall amounts than timing or footprint. This is reflected

in the figure 20 word cloud where ‘amount’ features prominently. Within the sessions many

noted that the MSTP activity for the Western CONUS became a ‘draw the mountains’ exercise

and local knowledge of terrain became immensely important.

Figure 18: Word Cloud generated from Western CONUS, Day 2, Pre-Event (Left) and Post-Event (Right)

Survey ranking comments

For the day 3 Western CONUS, there was only one case (Table 1; Case 7) that was examined

during the WWE intensive weeks. This was due to both a lack of data and event availability.

Some more details on this specific case can be found in a later section. For the survey results,

there were 13 entries in both the pre- and post-event evaluations. As a reminder the EMC

contributions only run through day 2 so there are only seven deterministic solutions to rank.
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The average rankings for the pre-event results (figure 19) do not show any new insights as they

are similar to both the day 3 Eastern CONUS (figure 13) and day 2 Western CONUS (figure 16).

As with the Eastern CONUS, the NBMv4.0 is ranked the lowest in both the average ranking and

percent selected last at over 45% of the time. The downscaled Utah dataset again has the

highest percent selected first with a value of 38% despite being tied for the second worst

average ranking. CAPS members show a mix of rankings with CAPS_LSM2 ranked best for this

situation. Full rankings (averages) are as follows: CAPS_LSM2 (3.69), CAPS_LSM1 (3.85),

CAPS_CNTL (3.92), CAPS_MP1 (4.23), Utah (4.38), CAPS_MP2 (4.38), and NBMv4.0 (4.92).

Overall these rankings highlight the forecaster's focus on the utility of these models on day 3 is

about snowfall amounts over the Western CONUS. It is well established in the West that if there

is a system approaching, the terrain will see snowfall, so the utility comes from providing

information on snow level and amounts.

Figure 19: Pre-event survey results from Day 3 in the Western CONUS. There were a total of 13 survey

entries for this ranking. Color bars represent the rank order with 1 being the best and 7 being the worst.

Y-axis shows the percent that ranking was selected in the survey. Note, the EMC configurations are not

run past day 2. Number above the bars indicates the average ranking value over all survey entries.

As seen with the day 3 cases over the Eastern CONUS, NBMv4.0’s ranking improved dramatically

from the pre-event to the post-event evaluations. Once participants have access to the

objective statistics, they tend to rank the NBMv4.0 as second 39% of the time behind the Utah

dataset which also drastically improved in average ranking. It remained the highest percentage

selected first 48% of the time. CAPS_MP2 saw the largest fall in rankings as it was

overwhelmingly (over 50%) selected as the worst for this case. As with the Eastern CONUS,

these results show that there is still a high utility for global model information at day 3, with the

high ranking of Utah and NBMv4.0, perhaps even more so than the CAM solutions. It also again

shows the potential forecast bias toward the details the CAMs provide as once the objective
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information is available, their rankings skewed lower than the global model influenced

solutions.

Figure 20: Post-event survey results from Day 3 in the Western CONUS. There were a total of 13 survey

entries for this ranking. Color bars represent the rank order with 1 being the best and 7 being the worst.

Y-axis shows the percent that ranking was selected in the survey. Note, the EMC configurations are not

run past day 2. Number above the bars indicates the average ranking value over all survey entries.

This case was centered around the Sierra Nevada of California. As such, the comments reflected

the focus on the snowfall amounts in the pre-event (figure 21; left) and the placement of the

snowfall in the terrain in the post-event (figure 21; right). These comments and the associated

discussion during the event were consistent with other day 3 and Western CONUS cases.

Figure 21: Word Cloud generated from Western CONUS, Day 3, Pre-Event (Left) and Post-Event (Right)

Survey ranking comments

Overall the subjective evaluation over the Western CONUS showed some different preferences

than the Eastern CONUS. When presented in the pre-event sessions, the EMC ensembles were

ranked more favorably on day 2, however, once the objective information was available in the

post-event, their rankings dropped significantly. Participants were also split on the downscaled

GFSv15 from Utah with percent selections generally either first or last. This appears to be due to

a high bias that will be shown in a later section. For both day 2 and day 3 the Utah data was

overwhelmingly the preferred selection for first even if the average rankings did not reflect that
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fact. The CAPS ensemble seems to be the most consistent in terms of rankings for Western to

Eastern CONUS and day 3 to day 2 with the CAPS_CNTL and the LSM configurations ranking

relatively middle to high for everything. CAPS_MP1 and CAPS_MP2 are more mixed on their

rankings but seem to generally fall in the middle to lower ranks. Similar to the Eastern CONUS,

the NBMv4.0 rankings improved from the pre-event to post-event results. This again highlights

the importance of the synoptic setup and the utility of these datasets lies in the ability to

capture the general event pattern with hints at higher amounts over the terrain in the West.

One comment that was a frequent point of discussion throughout the experiment was how

similar each of the models were to each other. It made ranking in the pre-event scenario

difficult as participants felt there wasn’t enough spread in solutions to really provide rankings.

The activity was easier during the post-event evaluations thanks to the inclusion of the

objective information. Exit survey comments stated that participants overall found this

pre-/post-event format engaging and challenging and would be interested in seeing it continue.

There was some debate on keeping the anonymity of the models since there shouldn’t be too

much forecaster bias if we are only testing configurations of experimental models. If future

experiments include operational systems it may be worth keeping the anonymous feature, but

most participants do not know the full details and biases of the individual experimental

configurations. Finally, there was a lot of discussion and favorable comments about the

availability of the objective metrics for the post-event. Future WWEs will continue to make the

objective information available as it fits within the science objectives.

Seasonal Performance Diagrams

Performance diagrams of the experimental deterministic data over the entire WWE season

support the subjective comments from the previous section. While the previous section

provided evaluation over all of the WWE evaluated cases (Table 1), the performance diagrams

here are completed for every available day starting 1 November 2020 through 15 March 2021.

For a full detailing of missing days for each dataset please see the Data Overview section. Also,

due to computational expense these diagrams were computed only on day 2 over the full

CONUS and the Western CONUS as opposed to the east/west separation in the subjective

evaluations.

For full CONUS, as mentioned extensively in the subjective comments, all the models are

relatively similar in their position on the performance diagram seen in figure 22. This is mostly

due to the fact that these are seasonal averages whereas individual cases may have greater

spread between the models. Similar to previous years, as the threshold of snowfall

accumulation increases from 1 inch (figure 22; upper left) to 12 inches (figure 22; lower right)

CSI values decrease. This was true for all accumulation thresholds. For simplicity only the 1, 4, 8,
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and 12 inch thresholds are shown in the figures below. On the whole, there is a slight high bias

in the models at the 1 inch threshold that disappears for the higher thresholds. In terms of

individual models, the NBMv4.0 stands out as the model with the most favorable diagram

position for all of the thresholds, which is reflective of the NBMv4.0s improvement in the

rankings for the post-event evaluations. CAPS_MP2 consistently has a lower probability of

detection (POD) and bias than the rest of the configurations. It was also ranked lower in most of

the subjective evaluations. At the thresholds above 1 inch, the three EMC configurations have

the highest POD and bias. The rest of the CAPS members were in the middle of the group with

no stand out configurations.

Figure 22: Seasonal, full CONUS, day 2 performance diagram at the 1 inch (upper left), 4 inch (upper

right), 8 inch (lower left), and 12 inch (lower right) thresholds.

The seasonal performance diagrams for the Western CONUS domain (west of 100°W) shows a

similar result to the full CONUS for the NBMv4.0 and CAM models (Figure 23). These diagrams

also include the seasonal information from the downscaled GFSv15 data from the University of
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Utah which stands out from the other models with a higher POD at all four thresholds. With the

higher POD also comes a high bias which may account for participants ranking of either first or

last for this dataset.

Figure 23: Seasonal, Western CONUS, day 2 performance diagram at the 1 inch (upper left), 4 inch (upper

right), 8 inch (lower left), and 12 inch (lower right) thresholds.

Within the post-event survey, participants were asked to identify which objective statistics they

used to inform their rankings. The team is then able to determine if there is a preference for

specific objective information for day 2 or day 3 or Eastern or Western CONUS cases. Figure 24

shows the forecasters heavily favored the position on the performance diagram for everything.

Bulk CONUS statistics like the Gilbert Skill Score (GSS) were used the least or not at all. The day 2

events also relied on the values within the MODE table (example in figure 2). The individual

statistics provided on the performance diagram were selected less and were used on a

case-by-case basis. Comments generally stated they viewed the performance diagrams as a
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quick summary of all the objective information and it was easy to use to inform the ranking

exercise.

Figure 24: Subjective survey results from the post-event evaluations on which objective statistics

participants use for day 2/day 3 and Easter/Western CONUS.

Maximum Snowfall and Timing Product

The MSTP product was intended to be a focusing mechanism for participants to investigate the

model depictions of snowfall and then make decisions about the extent of the footprint and

maximum snowfall contour. While we asked participants for timing and duration information

there is no verification data oriented to complete an assessment of these forecasts. However, it

was hoped that by collecting these data we could generate discussion on these elements during

the evaluation process and furthermore spur research or observations in this area.

Performance diagrams of participant forecasts of trimmed domains for MSTP (on day 2 only) is

shown in figure 25. For the majority of cases there was considerable variability in these

footprint forecasts. On 15 of the 18 events participants, or a group thereof, achieved a POD

above 0.5. In a couple of events, forecasts were biased significantly below 1 but for the most

part were between 1 and 3. That is, participants were more likely to draw larger than observed

footprint areas to ensure POD, but usually incurring a penalty in success ratio (SR). In situations

where the snow field was large and continuous, these actions benefited the participants POD.

Whereas in the mountain west, there were more SR penalties. While participants seemed to

extract positive benefits from the available models, it was rather difficult at times to pick the

maximum snow contour.
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Figure 25: Performance diagrams for participant drawn MSTP for each of the 18 evaluated cases.

Histograms of participants maximum snow contour are shown in figure 26. From an aerial

coverage point of view, we examined the NOHRSC snow data and chose a contour that best

depicted where the most snow occurred for each event (the grey dashed line) and also depict

the grid point maximum (dashed magenta line). Participants forecast maximum contours that

generally agreed with the verification across most events. For some of the events, participants

forecast max contours could be much higher - a possible reflection of increased confidence. This

did not happen on 17 December where all but 1 participant was confident enough to forecast a

max contour of over 24” of snow. Usually the participants' maximum snow contour was

clustered toward the verification. In only a few events, where model forecasts were suggesting

much more snow than occurred, did participants significantly overforecast the highest amounts

(bounded by the grid point maximum).
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Figure 26: Histograms snowing participant maximum snowfall amounts for each of the 18 evaluated

cases.

Overall, the following lessons learned were gleaned from the MSTP exercise.

- While we were able to provide multiple model depictions of 6 hourly and 24 hourly

snow accumulation using a 10:1 SLR, WWE lacked detailed model data to ascertain why

or why not a particular forecast evolution occurred. The bigger the event, such as the

large snowstorms near Binghamton and the central California valley, drew more focus

but still participants wondered if what any model predicted actually occurred. The

lesson learned for organizers is to find ways to provide additional data (both

observational and model) in regards to p-type which might then inform timing and

duration evaluations.

- Footprint forecasts were generally quite good in the eastern US, a result that occurred

for at least 2 reasons: participants drew large continuous areas (an effect of our simple
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drawing software and ease of use) and our suite of model data generally contained good

depictions of footprints in aggregate.

- The maximum contour exercise was intended to provoke notions of believability and/or

trust in CAM guidance. For the most part, participants drew snowfall contours in areas

where more snow occurred the majority of the time (not shown).

We encountered a few challenges related to the process of forecasting with an eye towards

evidence based decision making. Participants tended to forecast based on the model evidence

presented. In some ways the guidance influenced the participants to think about the event in

general while still drawing what the models indicated. The participants had a difficult time

accounting for the lower predictability of events at longer ranges and as a result could not

account for changes to the synoptic pattern, since the majority of model guidance was based on

the global GFSv15 (ie. deterministic solution spread was low). It is possible that as the UFS

develops a CAM based ensemble system that longer range forecasts can use probabilistic

snowfall to account for predictability issues in the longer ranges of 2-3 days. Therefore the WWE

needs to further develop methods to assess how ensemble information might couple to some

deterministic depictions to guide better snowfall forecasts.

The preliminary feedback from this exercise was positive. In some comments the participants

emphasized that they liked the ability to think about the various guidance as opposed to doing

grids or building blends with SLR. The time to reflect on what the CAMs show was also helpful

as we discussed many aspects of why some CAMs have different representations of snow,

possibly due to the individual microphysics used in the CAPS collection of deterministic

forecasts. Another aspect that resonated with participants was trying to figure out how to make

use of the CAMs (higher end amounts, mesoscale features not captured in global models, lake

effect bands, the impact of lake ice or temperature feedbacks, etc) when they have various

other first guess guidance like the NBM or WPC starting points.

This immersive forecasting activity was somewhat successful in helping us explore the CAM

guidance in a realistic decision making environment with many deterministic, high resolution

guidance. How to incorporate this type of guidance is complicated by the fact that predictability

on the mesoscale is relatively low, especially with low precipitation amounts. In the future we

hope to provide more data per model, fewer individual models, and more focus on precipitation

type factors that influence the snowfall forecasts.

Future ideas emerged from the intensive sessions such as doing back to back day 3 - day 2

forecasts to focus on predictability issues whilst becoming more probabilistic as the RRFS

continues in development. Likewise we could extend the forecasts to day 1 to continue the
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progression of incorporating CAM guidance from a consistency perspective. Lastly, we could

continue to enhance WFO National Center perspective building by having participants face both

WFO and National scale challenges and simulate collaboration amongst two groups (one

focused on a WFO scale and another group focused on regional scale as we did this year).

Highlighted Events

While this year’s WWE was able to capture and evaluate many impactful snowfall events, there

are two cases that the team would like to highlight as they were record setting in terms of

winter impacts and presented challenges for both the experimental data and participants. The

first is Case 5 (Table 1) which was centered over the Northeastern CONUS. This system was

evaluated live during our weekly WWE sessions. The final snowfall amounts were record

breaking over much of central New York and Pennsylvania with Binghamton, NY measuring over

40 inches in 24 hours. The second is Case 18 (Table 1) which was centered over Texas, Louisiana,

and Alabama. It was evaluated retrospectively as part of our second WWE intensive week. This

system marked the beginning of the historic cold snap that caused widespread power outages

throughout the region.

Case 5: Day 2 Northeast CONUS

The forecast challenges for this case were location and amount. As is common for Nor’easter

type systems, placement of the low pressure center is vital for precipitation type and amount

forecasting. While the final 24 hour snowfall amounts exceeded 30 inches in New York and

Pennsylvania (figure 27), at day 2 the experiment data indicated the maximum precipitation

would occur farther south and east in Southern New York, Pennsylvania, New Jersey,

Connecticut, and Massachusetts.
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Figure 27: NOHRSCv2 24 hour snowfall analysis for Case 5 (left). 24 hour snowfall for New York State

(right). Image provided by NWS WFO Binghamton

Despite the misplacement of the precipitation maximum, the experiment data did a decent job

of capturing the overall footprint. The performance diagrams for this case are shown in figure

28. At the 1 inch threshold all the models are in the upper right quadrant indicating a ‘good’

forecast. However, the positioning begins to degrade as the threshold increases with several

configurations falling into the bottom left corner by 12 inches. While our evaluations did not

extend above 12 inches, none of the experimental models even hinted at the record breaking

amounts seen within this system. Discussion by the participants during the pre-event evaluation

session did lead to the conclusion that somewhere in the forecasted footprint was going to get

‘whacked’ with a lot of snow, but even these discussions did not hint at a record event. When

examining the performance diagrams, three models seem to stand out: the NBMv4.0 (Model A),

EMC FV3-LAMDA (Model H), and CAPS_MP2 (Model F). The NBM’s position remains consistent

with the highest CSI values at the 1, 4, and 8 inch thresholds before falling off at the highest

threshold of 12 inches. EMC FV3-LAMDA is also consistent in its high CSI values and seems to

have the most favorable diagram position at the 12 inch threshold. Conversely, CAPS_MP2 has

the lowest CSI and POD values for all four thresholds and falls into the lower left corner by 12

inches indicating it did not have snowfall accumulation values that high.
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Figure 28: Performance diagrams for Case 5 at the 1 inch (upper left), 4 inch (upper right), 8 inch (lower

left), and 12 inch (lower right) thresholds. Model A = NBMv4.0, Model B = CAPS_CNTL, Model C =

CAPS_LSM1, Model D = CAPS_LSM2, Model E = CAPS_MP1, Model F = CAPS_MP2, Model G = EMC

FV3-LAM, Model H = EMC FV3-LAMDA, Model I = EMC FV3-LAMX, Model J = Utah. Note Model J was not

evaluated for this case since it occurred east of 100°W.

Looking at more details for the NBMv4.0, figure 29 shows the 24 hour snowfall accumulation for

the forecast period in the upper panel with the MODE map and table for the 1 inch threshold in

the lower left and 8 inch threshold in the lower right. Comparing the 24 hour snowfall

accumulation map to the NOHRSCv2 in figure 27 one can see the positioning of the snowfall

footprint looks decent but there is a clear under forecast of the snowfall amounts. When

matching the forecast objects from NBMv4.0 to the NOHRSCv2 observations the 1 inch contours

(figure 29; lower left) match quite well. This is also reflected in the MODE table values below

the map. However, when the threshold is increased to 8 inches the displacement of the forecast

object to the southeast can be seen.
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Figure 29: Case 5 24 hour snowfall accumulation for the NBMv4.0 (upper) with the MODE verification

information at the 1 inch (lower left) and 8 inch (lower right) thresholds.

Looking at the details of CAPS_MP2 in figure 30, which has the lowest position on the

performance diagram, both the lack of footprint and amounts can be seen. While the maximum

snowfall amounts were shifted to the southeast, the 1 inch footprint (figure 30; lower left) does

not extend far enough north or west. Also, the amounts were too low as there are only small 8

inch forecasted objects within the MODE map and table. Discussion of this configuration’s

performance was limited but a potential issue with how the precipitation type is assigned is a

possible explanation.
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Figure 30: Case 5 24 hour snowfall accumulation for the CAPS_MP2(upper) with the MODE verification

information at the 1 inch (lower left) and 8 inch (lower right) thresholds.

Based on the performance diagram, arguably the best performing deterministic model for this

case was EMC FV3-LAMDA. This is most likely due to the high POD found due to the larger

footprint that continues throughout all snowfall amounts. Figure 31 shows these with the 1 inch

contour (lower left) extending too far into Indiana, West Virginia, Virginia, and North Carolina.

The 8 inch map also shows the footprint extending too far south into West Virginia and Virginia.
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Figure 31: Case 5 24 hour snowfall accumulation for the EMC FV3-LAMDA(upper) with the MODE

verification information at the 1 inch (lower left) and 8 inch (lower right) thresholds.

Given the positioning of the experimental datasets, it is unsurprising that the vast majority of

participants MSTP reflected the maximum snowfall too far to the southeast. Figure 32 shows

one participant example where the 1 inch footprint outline (pink line) looks good, but the

maximum amount (green line) is shifted.
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Figure 32: Participant MSTP for Case 5. Pink line is the participant drawn 1 inch footprint. Green line is

the participant drawn maximum amount contour.

In the post-event evaluation discussion participants spent time discussing the impacts of this

event and how to message a potential record setting snowfall amount to partners. For some

participants, their partners do not care about specific amounts above the minimum ‘we have to

plow this’ level. Others noted that this event specifically was an issue due to roof snow load on

the temporary COVID19 treatment centers. While all agreed that at day 2, the messaging would

not reflect a potential record breaking event, there needed to be information on where the

maximum amounts may fall. From a probabilistic perspective, this case exceeded the 90

percentile and was truly a challenging event to forecast and message for local WFO forecasters.

Case 18: Texas/Southern CONUS

This case marked the beginning of the historic Texas power outages due to the winter storm and

following record cold. While it did not line up with the live weekly WWE evaluations, the

significant impacts of this event warranted its inclusion in the intensive sessions. From a winter

storm perspective, the footprint spans a large swath of the southern CONUS (figure 33) while

the 24 hour snowfall accumulation amounts are relatively low. There are isolated regions with 6

to 8 inches, but the vast majority of the region only received 1 to 3 inches. Despite the relatively

low snowfall accumulation amounts, the experiment data showed a large spread of solutions.
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Figure 33: NOHRSCv2 24 hour snowfall analysis for Case 18

Performance diagrams for the 1 and 4 inch thresholds are shown in figure 34. At both

thresholds the experiment data varies drastically on the POD. The NBMv4.0 (Model A) stands

out with the lowest POD and CSI values for this case while EMC FV3-LAMX had the highest POD.

Discussions on this case led participants to note that models either had issues with the entire

snowfall footprint or over forecasted the higher amounts.

Figure 34: Performance diagrams for Case 18 at the 1 inch (left) and 4 inch ( right) thresholds. Model A =

NBMv4.0, Model B = CAPS_CNTL, Model C = CAPS_LSM1, Model D = CAPS_LSM2, Model E = CAPS_MP1,

Model F = CAPS_MP2, Model G = EMC FV3-LAM, Model H = EMC FV3-LAMDA, Model I = EMC FV3-LAMX,

Model J = Utah. Note Model J was not evaluated for this case since the majority occurred east of 100°W.
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As shown in the performance diagrams, the NBMv4.0 has the lowest POD. The reason for this

can be seen in figure 35 where there is only a small area of snowfall accumulation in central

Texas (left panel). Discussion on the possible reasons for the poor performance of the NBMv4.0

for this case was focused on precipitation type. Participants found it likely the NBMv4.0

contributors were too warm creating sleet, freezing rain, or mixed precipitation scenarios which

would lead to an incorrect snowfall footprint.

Figure 35: Case 18 24 hour snowfall accumulation for the NBMv4.0 (left) with the MODE verification

information at the 1 inch (right).

One of the best performing models for this case was the CAPS_LSM2. Based on the

performance diagram at both thresholds it had one of the highest CSI values with minimal bias

and was located closest to the upper right corner of the diagram. Looking at the details of this

model figure 36 shows how well it predicted the 1 inch footprint (lower left panel). At the

higher 4 inch threshold (lower right panel), this model displaced the maximum areas slightly but

was able to correctly hint at pockets of higher accumulations.
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Figure 36: Case 18 24 hour snowfall accumulation for the CAPS_LSM2(upper) with the MODE verification

information at the 1 inch (lower left) and 4 inch (lower right) thresholds.

Finally, the EMC FV3-LAM model also stood out as it did a nice job capturing the 1 inch footprint

(figure 37; lower left), but was over zealous in the amounts at 4 inches (figure 37; lower right).

This CAM showed higher snowfall accumulations throughout northern Louisiana as opposed to

isolated in the western portion of the state. Some of this over forecast could be attributed to

the WWE’s use of 10:1 SLR, but comments for this case focused more on the footprint signal

than the total amounts.
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Figure 37: Case 18 24 hour snowfall accumulation for EMC FV3-LAM(upper) with the MODE verification

information at the 1 inch (lower left) and 4 inch (lower right) thresholds.

Based on the experiment data, participants generally followed the CAM guidance over the

NBMv4.0 when drawing their MSTP forecasts. Figure 38 (left) is one example where the

participant followed guidance that placed the footprint and maximum snowfall amount areas

too far north. The ensemble (figure 38; right) shows the majority of forecasts drew their

footprint over central Texas with fewer extending all the way into Louisiana and Alabama.
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Figure 38:  Left  is a participant MSTP for Case 18. Pink line is the participant drawn 1 inch footprint.

Green line is the participant drawn maximum amount contour. Right is the ensemble generated from all

the participant footprint MSTP polygons. Red shading indicates the fraction of MSTPs drawn over the

area. Yellow contours represent NOHRSCv2 snowfall accumulations at the 1 and 4 inch thresholds.

This case was arguably the most impactful of the 2020-21 winter season in terms of power

outages, life, and property loss. The winter storm preceded a days long cold snap that ultimately

caused widespread issues across Texas and the southern CONUS. While the total accumulated

snowfall amounts may not be enough to disrupt life in some regions of the CONUS, the fact that

even in day 2 there was a large spread in solutions made this system difficult to message

especially in an area not accustomed to these types of weather conditions.

4. Summary and Recommendations
The 11th annual WWE was conducted over the 2020-2021 winter season with weekly

evaluations of the experimental data on Tuesdays and Wednesdays. This year participants were

asked to evaluate the models from a pre-event and post-event perspective. Experiment data

was heavily focused on FV3-LAM configurations in preparation for the RRFS which is currently

set for deployment in Fall of 2023. Science objectives for this year’s WWE were mainly focused

on the utility of these CAM configurations in the day 2 and day 3 time frame for snowfall.

Participant comments show the utility comes from identifying potential areas of snow banding

and higher snowfall amounts. They become especially useful in low confidence-high impact

events when the global models are having a difficult time with the set up. These CAMs provide

more detailed insight into possible scenarios. One recurring comment from participants related

to keeping the synoptic scale issues in mind when evaluating these types of model solutions.

While forecasters can be awed by the details the CAM models produce, they can still be

inaccurate and need to be taken within context to the global models and synoptic setup.
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Another aspect of the experiment was to increase participation and expand engagement with

forecasters. Increased advertisement and early orientations proved useful in that our weekly

attendance was greatly increased over the previous year. Using the new interactive website and

MSTP drawing activity, the WWE team was able to actively engage participants with the

experiment data that ultimately ended with their creation of a snowfall forecast. Feedback on

the format and activity were positive with many people noting how it made them actually think

about what each data set was showing and really assess what metrics they deem useful for

making and evaluating a forecast. For each experiment dataset, the following bullet points will

summarize the team’s thoughts and recommendations with each being categorized as

‘recommended for transition’, ‘recommended for further development’, or ‘rejected for further

testing’. Table 5 also summarizes the recommendations.

● EMC provided three FV3-LAM configurations: A control FV3-LAM, the FV3-LAMDA that

provides hourly data assimilation for the first six hours, and an experimental FV3-LAMX

that runs on the proposed RRFS domain. Performance diagrams show all three tend to

have a higher bias than other configurations. Subjective ranking also tended to have

these configurations in the middle to bottom of the rankings mostly due to position on

the performance diagrams for each individual case. Due to these results the team

recommends further testing and development on each of the FV3-LAM configurations

to refine which is most suitable for snowfall events.

● CAPS provided five FV3-LAM configurations: the CAPS_CNTL which had a similar setup to

the EMC FV3-LAM, two configurations that tested LSMs CAPS_LSM1 and CAPS_LSM2,

and two configurations that tested microphysics CAPS_MP1 and CAPS_MP2. The

CAPS_CNTL and LSM configurations were consistently ranked among the highest within

the subjective evaluation. CAPS_MP2 was found to be among the lowest ranked models

especially in the post-event evaluations when the objective information was available.

Due to these results the team recommends further testing and development as well as

continued coordination with EMC to refine the FV3-LAM configurations.

● University of Utah provided a downscaled methodology on the GFSv15 snowfall over

the Western CONUS. Participants were split on ranking this dataset either as first or last

due to the high bias and POD. However, the majority of comments were favorable to this

methodology especially when compared to the CAM data. These results are consistent

with last year’s WWE. Due to the comments and results this methodology is

recommended for transition into operations. In fact as of March 2021, this

methodology has been successfully implemented for GFSv16 and 12km NAM within

WPC’s Winter Weather Desk AWIPS platform. However, the team also is recommending
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further development and testing as their proposed machine learned methodology is of

great interest and could be expanded beyond the Western CONUS.

● As with the 2020 FFaIR experiment, the interactive MSTP drawing activity was a great

success. It engaged the participants on a level not seen previously in the WWE. The

discussion generated during the activities helped the WWE team gain more insights into

what forecasters thought of each dataset as well as the thought processes behind

capturing extreme snowfall amounts. The HMT team will continue to refine and improve

this activity and will again be featured in the upcoming 2021 FFaIR experiment.

● Since the WWE has been held virtually for several years, the COVID19 pandemic did not

change how the underlying experiment functioned. However, the team was unable to

invite participants to NCWCP for intensive in person sessions. These were adapted

virtually and may lay plans for future WWEs where specific science questions can be

targeted with retrospective cases and selected experts to provide evaluations.

Table 5: Research to operations transition recommendations for the 11th Annual WWE.

Evaluated Dataset

Recommended
for transition to

operations

Recommended
for further

development and
testing

Rejected for
further testing

Provider/Funding
Source

EMC FV3-LAM
EMC FV3-LAMDA
EMC FV3-LAMX

X
X
X

EMC

CAPS_CNTL
CAPS_LSM1
CAPS_LSM2
CAPS_MP1
CAPS_MP2

X
X
X
X
X

OU-CAPS

University of Utah X X University of Utah
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Appendix A: MODE Configuration
MODE was used to objectively analyze Day 2, 00Z cycle (f60), 24 hour snowfall forecast objects

to 24 hr observed snowfall from NOHRSC. MODE was run each day from November 1, 2020

through March 15, 2021 for all WWE guidance. Because the CAPS FV3 members were not run

every day of the experiment, there were only approximately 29 days analyzed. The GFSv15

downscaled from the University of Utah domain covered only the western portion of the

CONUS and was analyzed against the other model guidance over the same western domain. All

snowfall accumulation forecasts and NOHRSC observations were regridded to a 5 km grid

regardless if it was only the western CONUS or the full CONUS. Table 6 contains select settings

that were used to identify the objects.

Table 6. Metrics used in MODE to identify snowfall forecast and observed object pairs.
Forecast NOHRSCv2

Threshold 1, 2, 4, 6, 8, 12 inches of 24-hour
snowfall

1, 2, 4, 6, 8, 12 inches of 24-hour
snowfall

Convolution Radius 5 grid squares 5 grid squares

Area threshold ≥ 50 grid squares ≥ 50 grid squares

Grid statistics were harvested from daily MODE CTS. The daily MODE CTS were aggregated over

the whole season to compute the monthly and seasonal statistics shown in the performance

diagrams.
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